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1 State of the art and preliminary work
A State of the art
A.1 Introducing the AAE
Agreement in the grammar is defined as the “systematic covariance between a semantic or formal property
of one element and a formal property of another” (Steele, 1978, 610, cited in Corbett, 2006, 4). Subject-
verb agreement concerns the phenomenon where the person, number and/or gender features (together
referred to as �-features) of the subject are reflected on the finite verb (as in English (1)); in the case of
object-verb agreement (cf. Hindi-Urdu Ex. (2) from Bhatt, 2005, 759), the verb reflects the �-features
of the object (in many languages, also those of the subject):

(1) She hates me.
(2) Rahul-ne

Rahul-erg

kitaab
book.f

parh-ii
read-pfv.f

thii.
be.pst.fsg

“Rahul had read the book.”
Anaphora refers to “a relation between two linguistic elements, wherein the interpretation of one (called
an anaphor) is in some way determined by the interpretation of the other (called an antecedent)” (Huang,
2000, 1). This broad traditional definition of anaphora subsumes certain uses of pronouns, reflexives,
gaps, etc. Here, we will adopt the more restricted definition, where the term “anaphor” is applied to
forms which are always used anaphorically (and never deictically). Thus, a reflexive like ‘himself’ is an
anaphor in this narrow sense, but a pronoun like ‘him’ is not (see Safir, 2003, for further discussion).

Anaphora and agreement thus both describe phenomena where the properties of one element depend
on and reflect those of another. This similarity has not gone unnoticed in the literature with some even
proposing that they ultimately reduce to a single phenomenon (e.g. Borer, 1989, among others, who argue
that agreement is anaphoric). Intriguingly, a direct interaction between anaphora and agreement has been
often observed to exhibit anomalous properties – an observation, going back to Rizzi (1990, but see also
Picallo (1985)), termed the “Anaphor Agreement Effect” (AAE henceforth). Although current Minimalist
theories of anaphora (see, for instance Reuland, 2001, 2011; Heinat, 2008; Hicks, 2009; Rooryck and
vanden Wyngaerd, 2011, among others) implement anaphoric dependencies via an Agree operation in
the syntax, few of them deal with the AAE directly. An investigation of this interaction is expected not
only to reveal to what extent, if at all, the phenomena of agreement and anaphora differ, but also to
help further our understanding of their basic ingredients.

Put simply, the AAE describes the observation that anaphors are incapable of triggering regular
person, number, and gender (i.e. �-) agreement on their clausemate verbs. As an illustration, consider
the Italian minimal pair below (Rizzi, 1990, Ex. (4) from p. 3):

(3) A
to

loro
them

interess-ano
interest-3pl

solo
only

i
the

ragazzi.
boys.nom

“Theyi are interested only in the boysi.”
(4) * A

to
loro
them

interess-ano
interest-3pl

solo
only

se-stessi.
them-selves.nom

“Theyi are interested only in themselvesi.” (Intended)
Italian is a language with a nominative-accusative case system: �-agreement is triggered by a nominative
argument. Thus, in (3), the nominative object ‘the boys’ triggers 3rd-person plural agreement on the
verb. However, if we replace this object with a plural nominative anaphor, as in (4), the sentence
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becomes ungrammatical. In contrast, a sentence like (5) (Rizzi, 1990, 33) where the anaphor appears in
the genitive such that the co-occurring verb surfaces with default 3rd-person singular agreement, is fully
grammatical:

(5) A
to

loro
them

import-a
matters-3sg

solo
only

di
of

se-stessi.
them-selves

“Theyi only matter to themselvesi.”
A key difference between (4) and (5) is that the anaphor triggers verb agreement in the former, but
doesn’t do so in the latter. The grammaticality of these sentences seems to be directly conditioned by
this contrast: (4), where the anaphor should trigger agreement is ungrammatical whereas (5) where the
anaphor doesn’t trigger agreement is licit. Patterns such as these in Italian and similar ones in Icelandic,
suggest that languages avoid structures where an anaphor directly triggers agreement on its clausemate
verb, leading to Rizzi’s formulation of the AAE.

Further research must be undertaken to determine whether the AAE represents a universal or ten-
dential grammatical phenomenon or whether it merely captures a restriction found in some of the world’s
languages. The current project aims to fill this research gap. To this end, we propose to develop a
database investigating the behavior of a wide range of languages with respect to the AAE, based on an
indepth survey of a typologically diverse range of languages. On the strength of such information, we
will examine the general principles underlying the AAE, as well as the nature of the language-specific
parameters used to obey it.

A.2 Parametrized strategies to avoid the AAE
Since Rizzi’s original observation, the AAE has been shown to be attested in a wide range of languages
(Woolford, 1999; Haegeman, 2004; Shiraki, 2004; Adger, 2005; Amiridze, 2006; Selvanathan and Kim,
2008; Deal, 2010; Tucker, 2011; Patel-Grosz, 2011; Rákosi, 2015; Sundaresan, 2014b, a.o.) with different
types of anaphora and varying patterns of agreement.

There are different strategies that might be invoked to avoid a violation of the restriction that an
anaphor may never trigger regular verbal agreement. We describe three possibilities here. The first option
would be to ensure that the agreement on the clausemate verb of the anaphor is not �-covarying. The
second option would be to ensure that the anaphor never occurs in the syntactic position traditionally
associated with agreement. The third option would be have some other local element anomalously trigger
agreement just in those cases where the anaphor occurs in the standard agreement-triggering position.
All these strategies seem, interestingly enough, to be attested, yielding the descriptive generalization
below:

(6) Anaphors may not trigger covarying �-agreement.
A.2.1 No covarying �-agreement: One way to obey the AAE would be to ensure that �-covarying
agreement simply doesn’t obtain under an anaphor. The agreement may instead involve a frozen default
marking or it may be a special “anaphoric agreement” form – i.e. one that is not part of the regular
�-paradigm but is triggered only when an anaphor occurs in agreement-triggering position. Alternatively,
the agreement may simply be prevented from obtaining altogether: e.g. by manipulating the finiteness
properties of the clause, or of the argument-structural properties of the predicate in question. All of
these possibilities are empirically attested.

We have seen an instance of the default agreement strategy for Italian. This strategy is also attested
in Inuit and Albanian. In Albanian, a language with a nominative-accusative case system where the
nominative argument controls agreement, the anaphor occurs in the nominative. But the agreement
triggered in the scope of this anaphor is nevertheless invariant (Massey, 1990, 135). Evidence for the
invariance of the agreement comes from (8) (Woolford, 1999, 270-271, see also Hubbard, 1985, 91) –
the agreement marking on the verb remains invariant at 3rd-person singular, even when the nominative
anaphor is 1st-person:
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(7) Drites ii
Drita.dat=3sg.dat

dhimset
pity.3sg.past.nact

vetjai.
anaph.nom

“Dritai pities herselfi.”
(8) Vetjai mei

anaph.nom=1sg.dat

dhimset.
pity.3sg.prs.nact

“Ii pity myselfi.”
The second strategy, where the anaphor shows up with a unique “anaphoric agreement” marking that

is not attested elsewhere in the �-paradigm of that language, is attested in Swahili, a language with
both subject and object agreement. (Woolford, 1999, 264, see also Vitale, 1981, 137) – the contrasting
agreement markers are highlighted in boldface:

(9) Ahmed
Ahmed

a-na-ji/*m-penda
iiisbj-prs-refl/*iiiobj-love

mwenyewe.
himself

“Ahmedi loves himselfi.” (emphatic)
(10) Ahmed

Ahmed
a-na-m/*ji-penda
iiisbj-prs-iiiobj-love

Halima
Halima.

“Ahmed loves Halima.”
Crucially, the ji marking on the verb in (9) only occurs with anaphoric arguments, and is not attested
elsewhere in the agreement paradigm of the language. Baker (2008, 150-151) provides parallel examples
from the Bantu language Chicheŵa:

Predicate-detransitivizing is a strategy that prevents the anaphor from triggering covarying �-agreement
in the first place. Inuit employs this strategy. The Inuit verb is typically marked for both subject and
object agreement (11). But when the object is an anaphor, object agreement marking is no longer licit
(12) (Tucker, 2011, 14, Woolford, 1999, 265 and Bok-Bennema, 1991, 28):
(11) Angutip

man.erg

arnaq
woman.abs

taku-vaa.
see.ind.3sg.subj-3sg.obj

“The man sees the woman.”
(12) * Hansiupi

Hansi.erg

immii
himself.abs

asap-puq.
wash.ind.3sg.subj-3sg.obj

“Hansii washed himselfi.” (Intended)
But (12) can be redeemed by suppressing the overt manifestation of both the object and the agreement
that would be triggered by this object, yielding a “detransitivized” predicate that agrees with the (non-
anaphoric) subject alone. An AAE violation is avoided in this manner. This is illustrated in (13) from
Woolford (1999, 266); the pronominal subject is presumably pro-dropped (see also Deal, 2010, for a
potentially similar case from the Sahaptian language, Nez Perce):
(13) Asap-puq.

wash.ind-3sg

“Hei washed himselfi.”

A.2.2 Anaphor not in agreement-triggering position: A different way to obey the AAE would
be to ensure that the anaphor doesn’t occur in the argument position responsible for triggering verbal
agreement to begin with. Simply put, this means that, in a language with subject agreement, the
anaphor should be prevented from occurring as the subject and, in a language with object agreement,
from occurring as object.

Here again, there are different ways to bring about this negative state of affairs. The anaphor could
simply never show up in (or inside) the agreement-triggering position. This is a very common state
of affairs attested in many languages. In many languages with nominative-accusative case systems, �-
agreement on the verb is triggered by a nominative DP. However, such languages frequently simply lack
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nominative anaphors and/or don’t allow anaphors in subject position (see also Pesetsky, 2011, for some
discussion of this point); thus �-agreement is never triggered by an anaphor, and the AAE is not violated.

A different strategy is to shield the anaphor from triggering agreement by embedding it inside another
DP in agreement- position (a possibility that Tucker, 2011, dubs “the protected anaphora strategy”). Since
the structural conditions required for the anaphor to trigger agreement on the verb aren’t met, the verb
surfaces with default agreement instead. This strategy has been observed for the Malayo-Polynesian
language Selayerese (Woolford, 1999). Selayarese examples like that in (14) initially seem to represent a
counter-example to the AAE, since the anaphor seems to be triggering verbal agreement:
(14) La-jaNjang-i

3.erg-see-3.abs

kalen-na.
anaph-3

“Hei saw himself{i,⇤j}.”
However, Woolford (1999) shows that the verbal agreement remains invariant at 3rd-person even if the
anaphoric object is 1st- or 2nd-person. This shows that the AAE is still not violated and suggests,
furthermore, that Selayerese uses the default agreement strategy to avoid its violation. But Woolford
presents independent evidence to show that reflexives in Selayerese look superficially similar to possessives,
arguing on the strength of this, that Selayarese utilizes the protected anaphora strategy, embedding the
reflexive in (14) as the possessor of another DP: it is this possessive DP that triggers agreement on the
verb, not the anaphor itself. Similar protected anaphora strategies have been observed for the Indo-Aryan
language Hindi, Modern Greek (Woolford, 1999) and West Flemish Haegeman (2004).
A.2.3 Shifting the agreement trigger: Another option is to change the source of agreement just in
case the anaphor occurs in the position normally associated with the agreement-source. Such an option
seems to be attested in the Dravidian language Tamil. Covarying �-agreement in Tamil is typically
triggered by the nominative argument. But when the anaphor occurs in the nominative, the verbal
agreement seems to be triggered by a different element:
(15) Miai

Mia.nom

[Srij
Sri.nom

[taani
anaph.nom

toopp-aaí-ŭnnŭ]
would.lose-3fsg-comp

nenett-aan-nŭ]
thought-3msg-comp

paartt-aaí.
saw-3fsg

“Miai saw [CP that Srij thought [CP that shei/*hej would lose]].”
(16) Miai

Mia.nom

[Srij
Sri.nom

[taanj
anaph.nom

toopp-aan-ŭnnŭ]
would.lose-3msg-comp

nenett-aan-nŭ]
thought-3msg-comp

paartt-aaí.
saw-3fsg

“Miai saw [CP that Srij thought [CP that hej/*shei would lose]].”
(17) Koõændæi

child.sg.nom

naãandadæpatti
happening.about

joosi-čč-adŭ.
reflect-pst-3nsg.

Taani
anaph.nom

een
why

kašúappaúú-adŭ?
had.suffered-3nsg

“[The child]i reflected about what had happened. Why had iti suffered?”
In (15)-(17), the agreement on the embedded verb matches the �-features of the antecedent of the
anaphor: the 3rd-person feminine singular nominal Maya in (15), the 3rd-person masculine singular
antecedent Raman in (16), and the logophoric 3rd neuter singular antecedent denoting the child in (17).
This makes it seem like the verbal agreement is triggered by the antecedent of the anaphor. But in
certain circumstances, the features on the antecedent and on the agreement don’t match in value: thus,
in (18), although the antecedent avaí (‘she’) is 3rd-person, the verbal agreement triggered under the
subject anaphor is 1st-person:
(18) [CP Avaíi

she.3fsg.nom

[CP taani
anaph[nom]i

Ãej-kkir-een-nnŭ]
win-pres-1sg-comp

so-nn-aaí-nnŭ]
say-pst-3fsg-comp

Srij
Sri

nene-čč-aan.
thought-pst-3msg

“Srij thought [CP that shei said [CP that herself{i,⇤j} am winning]” (Literal)
“Srij thought [CP that shei said [CP that she{i,⇤j} is winning]” (Intended)
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(18) thus suggests that verbal agreement is triggered not via long-distance agreement by the antecedent,
but by some other local element. The non-locality of the antecedent is another argument against such
an idea. Sundaresan (2012, 2014b) also presents arguments showing that the source of this agreement
could not have been the anaphor itself, which would entail positing a different set of �-features on the
anaphor in each instance.

Rather, the verbal agreement in such cases seems to be triggered by a third element in the local
domain. Since the �-covarying agreement is not triggered by the anaphor, the AAE as formulated in
(6) is not violated. Donna SO of the Niger Congo family, the Semitic language Amharic and potentially
Turkic Uyghur may also use this strategy – though further research must be undertaken to confirm this.

A.3 Languages without overt agreement
Finally, it is valid to ask how languages that lack agreement-marking fare with respect to the AAE. We
might predict that such languages should freely allow anaphors in all argument positions. This prediction
appears to be confirmed. Languages lacking in overt subject agreement (e.g. Khmer, Vietnamese, Thai,
Chinese, Malayalam) indeed allow anaphors in subject and object position. The Khmer example below
(Woolford, 1999, 262) from Huffman (1970, 231) shows this:
(19) M1t

friend
[te9̌N-pii
both

ne9̌q]i
person

k1t
think

thaa
that

klu@ni
self

ci@
be

kouns@h.
student

“[The two friends]i resonated that they(self)i are students.”
Similar behavior is also observed in languages that lack overt marking for object agreement. In such
languages, the anaphor may licitly occur in object position without incurring a violation of the AAE.

But matters aren’t necessarily so simple. There are arguable instances of languages that lack
agreement-marking but still don’t allow anaphors in all positions: e.g. the Mainland Scandinavian lan-
guages lack overt agreement but still disbar anaphors from occurring in (finite) subject position. Clearly,
further investigation is warranted.

A.4 Possible theoretical explanations
Even if the AAE does not capture a universal fact about language (something that still needs to be
determined), it remains to be explained why such a large majority of languages seem to obey it.

Rather than formulating a full account for the phenomenon, Rizzi (1990) provides two possible
explanations for the AAE. The first takes at its core the idea that verbal agreement is pronominal (Borer,
1989; Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou, 1998; Koeneman, 2000; Alexiadou and Anagnostopoulou, 2001).
Pronouns and anaphors are both referentially dependent entities and their reference is syntactically
resolved by means of a chain dependency (i.e., a series of linked syntactic elements) created between
the pronoun/anaphor and its antecedent. At the same time, pronouns and anaphors are presumed to be
subject to mutually incompatible licensing conditions in their occurrence (as per Binding Conditions A
and B formulated in Chomsky, 1981, which state that an anaphor must be bound but a pronoun must
be free, in its local domain). As such, a single chain consisting of both an anaphor and a pronoun may
never satisfy the licensing conditions for both simultaneously. Rizzi’s second proposal is that there is
an overarching wellformedness condition on the representation of A chains, namely that pronouns must
always appear higher in a chain than anaphors. But since subjects occur higher in the structure than
(the putatively pronominal) agreement markers, yielding a chain where the anaphor is higher than the
pronoun, this wellformedness condition is violated and must be repaired in one of several ways. The AAE
is the result.

Note that under either approach, the AAE ultimately reduces to a restriction that is motivated by the
idea that agreement is pronominal in nature and from the conflicting binding principles that pronouns
and anaphors are presumed to be subject to. However, it is far from clear that verbal agreement is
pronominal in nature. Most Minimalist proposals (Chomsky, 1995, 2000, 2001, et seq.) concerning
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verbal agreement assume that the verb (or more precisely, the tense head above the verb) has some
uninterpretable �-feature that gets valued by its (pronominal or non-pronominal) subject. But if this is
the case, and following, furthermore, the uncontroversial idea that pronouns, unlike agreement markers,
are referentially interpretable, verbal agreement itself may not be pronominal. Consequently, any attempt
to reduce the AAE to conflicting binding principles is doomed to fail.

To the extent that the AAE reflects an incompatibility between the binding of anaphors and the
triggering of covarying �-agreement (elements that must be obligatorily bound cannot control covarying
�-agreement), it suggests that anaphora and agreement are not orthogonal phenomena but are somehow
related. The strongest formulation of such a relationship would be to claim that verbal agreement and
anaphora are two instantiations of the same underlying phenomenon. The AAE would then be the simple
instance of two identical elements not being able to “get along” (a notion that, of course, needs to be
fleshed out and formalized). The two proposals in Rizzi (1990) indeed both involve versions of such
a hypothesis. Other attempts in that direction are those in Kratzer (2009) and Tucker (2011): both
propose that anaphors lack all inherent values for �-agreement (just like the tense head above the verb),
and are thus unable to serve as the source of �-agreement on the verb. For Tucker, the cross-linguistic
variation attested with respect to the AAE (essentially, ungrammaticality vs. default agreement) is then
a function of whether a given language is capable of phonologically realizing unvalued features or not
(a notion related to the fallibility of agreement in a language (see Preminger, 2014)). A language that
is able to realize an unvalued feature will pursue the default agreement option. But one that lacks the
ability to spell out unvalued features will yield ungrammaticality for structures where the anaphor controls
�-agreement.

But of course, the relationship between anaphora and verbal agreement might be a different one. A
weaker kind of relationship would involve the notion that anaphora and verbal agreement both share some
core properties but nevertheless differ in non-trivial ways. Yet another analytic possibility is that the two
phenomena have nothing in common but both involve properties that are independently incompatible
with one another.

These theoretical options must all be constrained by a careful and thorough investigation of the em-
pirical patterns from languages exhibiting an adequate range of agreement, anaphora and case patterns.
A comprehensive theory of the AAE must be able to explain not just the underlying theoretical principles
behind the overarching generalization that anaphors may not trigger �-agreement, but must also be
able to explain the locus of parametric variation with respect to AAE repair strategies as a function of
independent, language-specific grammatical factors.

A.5 Consequences for anaphora
A major, and as yet unresolved, debate in the literature has to do with what features, if any, an anaphor
has. An investigation of the AAE may be expected to yield insight into this question.

Recent analyses of anaphora within the Minimalist tradition may be categorized into two broad
camps with respect to this issue. Binding analyses such as those in Reuland (2001, 2011); Kratzer
(2009) and Rooryck and vanden Wyngaerd (2011) assume, following Pica (1987); Progovac (1993);
Reinhart and Reuland (1993) and drawing on Bouchard (1984)’s observation that �-defective nominals
are uninterpretable, that the root of anaphoricity is �-deficiency (i.e. lacking specification for one or more
�-features). The analyses differ amongst themselves with respect to the nature and number of �-features
that are lacking and to what extent the deficiency is parametrized across languages: Kratzer (2009), for
instance, proposes that all anaphors are “born minimal”, lacking all �-features, whereas Reuland (2001,
2011) assumes that this is a matter for parametric variation. All analyses within this camp, however,
ultimately agree with the core idea that anaphors are �-deficient.

A major challenge to this approach is the fact that, in many languages, anaphors don’t seem to lack
any �-features at all. San Lucas Quiaviní Zapotec and Thai, among other languages, seem to allow even
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referential expressions, like proper names, to be anaphorically bound. Further diagnostic tests show that
these names are not just accidentally coreferent with an antecedent (as in the slight sarcastic sentence
“Billi is really in love with Billi!”) – rather they are truly bound (semantically, they behave like bound
variables), just like standard anaphors. The following Zapotec example from Heinat (2008, p. 151)
illustrates this:
(20) R-ralloh

hab-think
Gye’eihllyi
Mike

[CP r-yu’lààa’z
hab-like

Lia
f

Paamm
Pam

Gye’eihllyi].
Mike

“Mikei thinks [CP Pam likes Mikei].” (literal)
“Mikei thinks [CP that Pam likes himi]” (actual meaning)

Based on such evidence, the second type of approach to anaphora, espoused by Adger and Ramchand,
2005; Hicks, 2009, and some others rejects the idea that anaphora reduces to a lack of �-features on the
part of the anaphor. It proposes, instead, that anaphoricity involves the deficiency of a different type of
feature altogether – one that targets the referential identity of the anaphor directly. Hicks (2009), for
instance, argues that there is an abstract “Id” feature that takes certain letters or numbers as values.
These values are reinterpreted as referential indices at LF and eventually mapped onto specific individuals
(e.g. index j might point to Bill, and k to John) in the context of evaluation. An anaphor is then simply a
nominal that is born with an unvalued Id feature; it receives this value from an antecedent in the course
of the syntactic derivation, triggering variable binding at LF so that both the antecedent and anaphor
have the same referential index, and are eventually mapped onto the same individual. �-features in this
system merely restrict the range of possible reference of an anaphor but don’t exhaust it (Heim and
Kratzer, 1998). I.e. third-person feminine singular features on an anaphor merely constrain its reference
to female individuals (in a language like English) in the evaluation context, but they can’t further help
distinguish between one female and another (e.g. ‘Mary’ vs. ‘Susan’).

There are pros and cons to both approaches. The fact that so many long-distance bound anaphors
from such a rich typological range of unrelated languages fail to mark the full range of �-distinctions in
the given language lends empirical support to the �-deficiency thesis. This approach is also theoretically
economical in that it doesn’t posit the existence of features on nominals specifically for binding. On the
other hand, data such as those in (20) as well as the intuitive appeal of the idea that �-features restrict
but don’t entirely determine reference, question the validity and universality of the �-deficiency approach.
One option, of course may be that there are two (or more) different systems of anaphora in the world’s
languages: the anaphors of one type are defined in terms of their lack of �-features, whereas those of the
other are defined in terms of their lack of a different feature that targets reference more directly, like an
Id feature. Another possibility is that �-feature deficiency is a necessary but not a sufficient condition on
anaphoricity: i.e. anaphors in all languages lack some or more �-features, but this is not enough to define
them as anaphors: they must lack another feature (like Id or Dep) in addition. Of course, languages
like Zapotec would still have to be analyzed specially under such an account, e.g. by saying that the
anaphors start out lacking �-features but then acquire them in the course of the derivation via binding.
Yet another possibility one might imagine, which is maybe quite interesting, is that some anaphors are
�-deficient, but others aren’t, and that the AAE only applies to the former group.

The AAE can be expected to help decide between these various theoretical options. Regardless of the
findings, an investigation of the AAE is likely to shed light on this thorny issue. By means of studying
the syntactic interaction between an anaphor and verbal agreement in a given language, we expect to
glean insight into the featural composition of that anaphor. Generalizing this across many languages,
we may learn about the internal make-up of anaphors crosslinguistically and about what sets them apart
from other types of referentially dependent forms, such as pronouns and indexicals.
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A.6 Consequences for Agreement
The proper understanding of the AAE is also expected to illuminate the nature of agreement in general.
Note that, in the Government and Binding (GB) era (Chomsky, 1981, 1986), anaphora and verbal
agreement were considered phenomena that were held to operate at distinct stages of grammar. That
means that the GB rules governing anaphor binding (e.g. Principle A) and the rules behind verbal
agreement were strictly independent. This view has since been abandoned with the advent of the so-called
Minimalist program, which took as its goal to see whether all grammatical (or syntactic) dependencies
could be reduced to just a few underlying phenomena, among them agreement (Chomsky, 1995, 2001).
Agreement was construed as the need for certain uninterpretable features (i.e. features that do not
give rise to a particular semantic effect, such as �-agreement on verbs) to be checked against elements
with matching interpretable features (such as �-features on nouns). Thus, verbal agreement in current
Minimalism is just one instance of the more general operation of agreement; case-licensing (Pesetsky
and Torrego, 2004, 2007), and potentially also some instances of movement (Chomsky, 1995; Bošković,
2007) are also argued to involve agreement.

As mentioned above, a prominent strand of recent Minimalist research (Reuland, 2001, 2011; Heinat,
2008; Rooryck and vanden Wyngaerd, 2011) attempts to explain anaphoric binding in terms of �-feature
agreement. Note that the AAE is a potentially strong argument in support of such a line of research. If
agreement and anaphora were indeed completely independent processes operating on separate modules
of grammar, it would be hard to understand how the two could interact with and influence one another.
But if both processes were to involve �-agreement to some degree, the idea that anaphors might not
sanction �-agreement on verbs seems plausible. Hence, a proper understanding of the AAE may yield
a better understanding of how superficially different grammatical dependencies may receive a unified
account.

At the same time, integrating anaphora into a general theory of agreement is expected to impose
additional restrictions on the ways in which agreement may be manifested crosslinguistically. In other
words, a successful reduction of anaphoric binding in terms of (�-)agreement will further shape our
understanding of the notion of agreement itself. We will exemplify this by zooming in on two particular
questions that are at stake in the domain of agreement: the fallibility of agreement, and the directionality
of agreement.

Concerning the issue of agreement fallibility, we saw in Section A.1.3 that the AAE may further
illuminate the conditions under which agreement is fallible (yielding default or special “anaphoric” agree-
ment). If the AAE follows from a general inability on the part of anaphors to license (i.e. to value)
particular verbal agreement, such agreement could be seen as the spell-out of unvalued, or even absent,
�-features. But this would indeed entail that in those languages where the AAE is inapplicable, 3rd
person singular cannot reflect such special agreement, thus providing the initial contours of the answer
to the long-standing question of why agreement is not always fallible.

As for the directionality of agreement, older versions of the general theory of agreement presupposed
that agreement always occurred under specifier-head configurations. But nowadays, scholars agree that
it is c-command (in combination with particular locality conditions) that constitutes the relevant notion
(see e.g. Kayne, 1989; Chomsky, 1991; Koopman, 1992, 2005, a.o.). Nevertheless, there is a lack of
consensus with respect to the directionality of agreement: i.e. does the target c-command the controller
(downward agreement) or does the controller c-command the target (upward agreement). In the former
case, the subject agrees in a position below the verb (and subsequently moves to a higher position);
in the latter case, the subject is said to move to the finite verb’s specifier position, to check off the
uninterpretable agreement features of the verb. The debate on upward vs. downward agreement has
recently picked up in pace (see Zeijlstra, 2012; Wurmbrand, 2012b, 2014; Bjorkman and Zeijlstra, 2014,
for proposals of upward agreement, Preminger (2013); Polinsky and Preminger (2015) for arguments
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supporting downward agreement applying to all kinds of agreement).
Interestingly, the AAE could provide additional evidence for one of the two perspectives here, as

well. If the requirement to bind an anaphor locally is an instance of �-agreement, as well, this would
provide another piece of evidence in favour of upward agreement (pace Rooryck and vanden Wyngaerd,
2011, among others). On the other hand, if local anaphora is only partially dependent on �-agreement,
or if it is entirely independent of it, it might serve as evidence either for downward agreement or for a
mixed (i.e. upward and downward) directionality system (as advocated in Baker, 2008; Béjar and Rezac,
2009; Carstens, To Appear, among others). Hence, understanding the AAE may also be an important
ingredient in understanding the general notion of agreement, and settle some long-standing issues in that
domain. Finally, given the oft-noted connection between �-agreement and case (e.g. Bobaljik, 2008;
Baker and Vinokurova, 2010), on the one hand, and anaphora and case on the other (e.g. Deal, 2010;
Pesetsky, 2011), it is reasonable to expect that an investigation of the formal workings of the AAE will
also add to our understanding of the nature of case and case-assignment.

B Preliminary work by the PIs
Sandhya Sundaresan is a W1 Juniorprofessorin for syntax at Universität Leipzig, and has worked
extensively on issues pertaining to anaphora. Her PhD dissertation (Sundaresan, 2012) investigated the
phenomenon of perspectival anaphora – grammatical dependencies where the antecedent of the anaphor
must denote a perspective-holder along the mental, spatial, and/or temporal dimensions. Focussing
on novel anaphora data from the Dravidian language Tamil, Sundaresan argued that perspective is
structurally encoded and can participate in syntactic dependencies like the Minimalist operation Agree.
Since completing her dissertation, Sundaresan has continued to explore and publish on issues related to
the structural representation of perspective (in joint work with Hazel Pearson at ZAS, Berlin), and to
anaphora and its syntactic representation. Of particular relevance to the proposed project is her work
on the instantiation of the AAE in Tamil and potentially also in Uyghur, Donna SO, and Amharic, also
mentioned above, where she motivates the idea that these languages adopt a new strategy to avoid a
violation of the AAE. Aspects of this investigation involve researching an unusual form of 1st-person
verbal agreement triggered in the scope of an anaphor in the clausal complement of a speech predicate
which is argued to be another manifestation of the AAE (Sundaresan, 2013, 2014b). In joint work
with Thomas McFadden (ZAS, Berlin), Sundaresan has also been working on topics pertaining to the
referential properties and overtness of subjects as this relates to clausal finiteness, case, agreement, and
the selectional properties of the embedding predicate (see for e.g. Sundaresan and McFadden, 2009).
In independent work (Sundaresan, 2014a), Sundaresan has also been investigating the nature of the
distinction between different types of silent anaphoric and pronominal elements – such as controlled
“pro” and the silent pronoun typically labelled pro. Central to all of these sub-projects is the question
of what the syntactic (i.e. featural and structural) correlate of referential dependency in elements such
as anaphors (including pro), pronouns (including pro) really is – a question that the proposed project
on the AAE is expected to shed light on. Since early 2014, Sundaresan has also been serving as a faculty
member of the DFG-funded Research Training Group (Graduiertenkolleg): “Interaction of Grammatical
Building Blocks” (GRK 2011). As such, she is actively involved in teaching and advising PhD students
and is currently serving as a supervisor for a PhD project (PhD student: Zorica Puškar) on conjunct
agreement in Serbo-Croatian and on the committee of another PhD project (PhD student: Andy Murphy)
on the interaction of A-bar movement and tone in Kikuyu. The research topic of the Graduiertenkolleg
– investigating the timing and order of different grammatical operations (like agreement and movement)
is also clearly relevant to that of this proposed research project.

Hedde Zeijlstra, who is a W2 professor in syntax at Georg-August Universität Göttingen, has
worked extensively on agreement phenomena. His PhD thesis (Zeijlstra 2004), followed up in Zeijlstra
(2008) and Zeijlstra (2012), argued that negative concord, the phenomenon where multiple negative
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elements yield one semantic negation, should be thought of as an instance of syntactic agreement,
thus enriching the domain of syntactic agreement with phenomena that were originally considered to
constitute semantic agreement phenomena. After his thesis he continued working on the syntactic
operation of agree, agreement morphology and related topics. For one, he explored other types of
potential cases of syntactic agreement, such as modal concord (Zeijlstra 2008) and sequence-of-tense
phenomena (Zeijlstra 2009, 2012, 2014) and he developed a model for the acquisition of formal features
(Zeijlstra 2008, 2014). In addition, Zeijlstra formulated a new approach to Agree by reversing the
direction in which it applies (cf. Zeijlstra 2012, Bjorkman and Zeijlstra 2014). Instead of alluding to
Downward Agree (where the target of agreement is structurally higher than the controller), he argued for
so-called Upward Agree (where the target of agreement is structurally lower than the controller), leading
to a substantial and ongoing debate in syntactic theory and opening up further possibilities for integrating
binding theory with the syntax of agreement. Zeijlstra has also worked on issues pertaining to the relation
between verb positions and the richness of agreement (Koeneman and Zeijlstra 2014), integrating the
different results achieved in his study to agreement thus far with the featural structure of pronouns
(cf. Zeijlstra 2015). Zeijlstra co-supervises (with Kees Hengeveld (University of Amsterdam), Olaf
Koeneman (Radboud University Nijmegen), and Fred Weerman (University of Amsterdam) a typological
PhD project on the relation between verb placement and richness of agreement (carried out by Seid Tvica,
University of Amsterdam). He also supervises a project on verbal and nominal (ir)regularization (Basima
Mahmood, Göttingen University) and co-supervises (with Kees Hengeveld) a typological and diachronic
PhD project on the nature of gender morphology and other instances of nominal classification (carried
out by Matthias Passer). In addition, he supervises two projects on the acquisition and cross-lingusitic
semantics of negation and negative features. Zeijlstra is also the designated chair (Sprecher) for the
Research Training Group “De-/composition” (GRK 2133) that is currently being applied for.

1.1 Project-related publications
• S. Sundaresan, and T. McFadden. 2009. “DP distribution and finiteness in Tamil and other languages:
selection vs. Case.” Journal of South Asian Linguistics 2. • S. Sundaresan. 2012. Context and
(co)reference in the syntax and its interfaces. Doctoral Dissertation, University of Tromsø and University
of Stuttgart. • S. Sundaresan. 2013. “Monstrous agreement, anaphora, and context: evidence from
Tamil”. Proceedings of NELS 41: 233-246.• S. Sundaresan. 2014a. “Finiteness and the PRO/pro
distinction.” Natural Language and Linguistic Theory 32:59-85. • S. Sundaresan, To Appear. “Anaphora
vs. agreement: A new kind of Anaphor Agreement Effect in Tamil”. To appear in Impact of Pronominal
Form on Interpretation, Eds. Patrick Grosz and Pritty Patel-Grosz. Mouton de Gruyter. • H. Zeijlstra.
2004. Sentential Negation and Negative Concord. Doctoral Dissertation. University of Amsterdam.
Utrecht: LOT Publications. • H. Zeijlstra. 2008. “On the syntactic flexibility of formal features.” Ed.
Biberauer in The Limits of Syntactic Variation. Amsterdam, Benjamins. 143-174.• H. Zeijlstra. 2012.
There is only one way to agree. The Linguistic Review 29: 491-53. • O. Koeneman and H. Zeijlstra.
2014. “The Rich Agreement Hypothesis Rehabilitated.” Linguistic Inquiry 45: 571-615. • H. Zeijlstra.
2015. “Let’s talk about you and me.” To appear in Journal of Linguistics

2 Objectives, agenda, and work program
2.1 Anticipated project duration
Projection project duration: 3 years (intended starting date: February 1, 2016)

2.2 Objectives
The central objective of this research project is to provide answers for the following theoretical and
empirical research questions.
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Q1 What is the empirical basis and crosslinguistic validity of the AAE?
Q1.1 Does the AAE encode a restriction on anaphors triggering �-agreement or is it, rather, a ban

on such �-agreement being overtly realized on the verb? Note that languages without abstract
�-agreement relationships will necessarily also lack overt realization of �-agreement. But the
reverse is not necessarily true: i.e. a language could have abstract dependencies for �-features
without these being overtly marked. What diagnostics could be used to test this difference between
languages? One might imagine that the applicability of the AAE would be a solid candidate for
such a diagnostic.

Q1.2 To what extent does the AAE actually capture a ban on �-agreement as opposed to a ban on
something else, e.g. case properties of the anaphor?

Q1.3 To what extent do languages prevent anaphors from appearing in positions that control �-
agreement on the verb? Is the AAE indeed a universal or does it just capture a tendency (which
would, nevertheless, still need to be explained)?

Q1.4 To what extent do languages that lack any kind of �-agreement marking but do have anaphors
allow those anaphors to occur in canonical subject or object position?

Q1.5 What is the range of parametric variation with respect to the AAE? As we have seen, certain lan-
guages block anaphors in such positions altogether, others allow them but display default agreement
in such cases. Yet other languages have a special agreement paradigm for anaphors, or manipulate
the sentence in such a way that the anaphor is exempt form controlling verbal agreement. But a
complete overview of the range of variation with respect to rescue strategies is still absent.

Q2 What are the theoretical explanations for the AAE?
Q2.1 What external grammatical properties, if any, systematically correspond to the absence or presence

of particular realizations of the AAE in individual languages?
Q2.2 To what extent, if at all, does the kind of agreement system (subject-agreement vs. mixed agree-

ment, vs. only object agreement, if attested) in a given language affect the nature and range of
AAE escape strategies available to that language, and vice-versa?

Q2.3 To what extent is the AAE a function of specific properties of verbal agreement, or of specific
properties of anaphors, or both?

Q2.4 What are the relevant general properties of anaphors that underlie the AAE?
Q2.5 What are the relevant general properties of (verbal) �-agreement that underlie the AAE?

Q3 What does the AAE tell us about anaphora?
Q3.1 What does the AAE tell us about the featural content of an anaphor? Is an anaphor simply a

nominal that lacks some or more �-features, as proposed by Kratzer (2009); Reuland (2001, 2011);
Heinat (2008); Rooryck and vanden Wyngaerd (2011, and others)? Or is an anaphor defined by
the lack of a different kind of feature altogether – e.g. one that targets the intended reference
of the anaphor more directly (Adger and Ramchand, 2005; Hicks, 2009)? Alternatively, is it the
case that what constitutes an anaphor is itself parametrized – i.e. that anaphora is a heterogenous
notion?

Q3.2 Relatedly, does the �-feature composition of an anaphor in a given language (e.g. whether the
anaphor lacks all, some, or no �-features) interact with the nature of AAE effects attested in that
language? If so, how?

Q3.3 Conversely, how (if at all) does the kind of AAE effect attested in that language interact with
anaphora in that language? What, by extension, does the AAE tell us about the syntactic and
semantic properties of anaphora crosslinguistically?

Q3.4 How must the AAE itself be adapted to accommodate these results? Conversely, how should
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existing proposals on anaphora be modified, or even new proposals be formulated, to ensure com-
patibility with the AAE?

Q4 What does the AAE tell us about agreement?
Q4.1 What can the AAE tell us about the fallibility of agreement (i.e. the ability for agreement failures

to be “condoned” and not result in ungrammaticality) and the range of crosslinguistic variation
with respect to its availability? And how does it relate to the availability of default agreement as
a repair strategy in a given language?

Q4.2 Does the AAE provide independent evidence in favour of the idea that agreement takes place in
an upward or in a downward fashion? Or, alternatively, is it compatible with both perspectives,
yielding both types of agreement for a given language (perhaps regulated according to the category
of agreeing elements involved, as suggested in Baker, 2008) or parametrization across languages?

Q4.3 What features are involved in �-agreement in the first place – and how, if at all, does this vary
for �-agreement involving anaphors and those involving verbs?

Q4.4 What can the AAE tell us about the availability of partial agreement in the grammar - i.e. �-
agreement for a subset of �-features? E.g. if an anaphor lacks some, but not all, �-features, would
we expect it to be able to serve as a source of �-agreement on the verb for just the set of �-features
it possesses? Or is this ruled out for independent reasons?

Q4.5 To what extent, if at all, can the AAE shed light on where in the derivation �-agreement takes
place – in the syntax or in the post-syntactic morphology (Bobaljik, 2008) (cf. also Q1.1.)

2.3 Work Plan and Research Agenda
The envisioned Work Plan is diagrammed in Figure 1 below. The project team consists of 4 members:
two PIs (Sundaresan, Zeijlstra), and two PhD students, who will carry out the typological study and be
involved in the crosslinguistic syntactic analyses. Two student-assistants will help with the collection of
typological data and will also be involved in database management. The team members will be divided
equally between the two sub-projects: one PhD-student and one student-assistant will be based in Leipzig
(under the supervision of Sundaresan) and one PhD-student and one student-assistant will be based in
Göttingen (supervised by Zeijlstra). The two PhD students will be involved in the respective research
communities and be part of the existing graduate schools. In addition, regular and close collaboration
between the sub-projects will be ensured by having the two teams meet once every month, alternating
between Göttingen and Leipzig. Additional communications via e-mail and Skype are also planned to
ensure thematic cohesion between the two sub-projects.

Project team members will thus collaborate extensively, but will distribute primary responsibility for
the investigation of Q3 and Q4, as illustrated in Figure 1. PIs will thus share the responsibility for
the sub-projects equally but at the same time maintain a fair level of research autonomy. This ensures
a high feasibility of success for the project and creates a stimulating work environment, but at the
same time leaves room for team members to promote their own careers by having primary responsibility
over specific components of the research project. The theoretical and empirical objectives outlined
above interact naturally with one another. In order to satisfactorily reach the theoretical objectives, the
empirical results must first have been obtained. At the same time, meeting the empirical objectives
requires a proper theoretical basis, which guides the empirical research.

Work Plan: To ensure the proper fulfillment of these goals, the project will be split up into the following
four phases.

I. Introductory phase (Months: M1 - M6): The project team members will work through the
empirical and theoretical literature that forms the basis for their work. Furthermore, they will
develop the foundation for the typological study, primarily by setting up the language sampling
(total 30 languages). In this phase, the design of the database will also be developed. A start-up
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workshop will also be organized in this phase, bringing in several national and international scholars
(see the list below) to discuss the recent developments in theories of anaphora and agreement.

II. Data collection phase (M7 - 16): The PhD students will conduct their typological study
by investigating the interaction of anaphors and agreement in 15 languages each (yielding 30
total), basing themselves on existing grammars, language descriptions, interactions with language
consultants and data elicited from native speakers. The PIs will further carry out their research on
the AAE and its consequences for theories of anaphora and agreement.

III. Analysis phase (M17 - M26): Several results of the initial data collection will be further inves-
tigated, and be subject to initial analyses. For the typological investigation, a smaller number of
languages (5-7 each) will be selected for further in-depth research. The PhD students together
with the PIs will evaluate to what extent the newly collected data matches (or challenges) the
predictions that the initial hypotheses introduce.

IV. Dissemination phase (M27 - 36): The PhD students will perform further analyses of the
AAE and work to complete their dissertations by the end of the project period. The PIs will
further develop the theories of anaphora and agreement, along the directions described above. All
team members will present and publish the research results in internationally renowned journals
(Natural language and Linguistic Theory, Linguistic Inquiry, Syntax, Natural language Semantics)
and conferences (GLOW, NELS, WCCFL, Sinn and Bedeutung). The team will also finish writing
a proposal (e.g. to OUP or CUP) for a full-scale book detailing all the empirical and theoretical
findings by the end of the project period.

!

Q1. Empirical questions: cross-
linguistic validity and 
manifestation of the AAE. 
PhD students Göttingen & 
Leipzig 

!

Q2. Theoretical questions: 
explanation for the AAE and its 
effects. 
PI Sundaresan & PI Zeijlstra 

!

Q4. Consequences for 
agreement theory. 
PI Zeijlstra & PhD student 
Göttingen 

!

Q3. Consequences for anaphor 
theory. 
PI Sundaresan & PhD student 
Leipzig 

!

Figure 1: Work Plan

Research Agenda: Within the umbrella of this work-
plan, we will pursue the following research agenda with
respect to the four research questions posed above.

Q1 Empirical basis and crosslinguistic validity:
During the data collection phase, the two PhD students
will identify 30 languages of potential interest each.
The selection of these languages will take place accord-
ing to the sampling method developed by Rijkhoff et al.
(1993) and Rijkhoff and Bakker (1998). It will thus
be ensured that the chosen languages are genetically
and geographically independent and that the sample
is typologically representative (to the extent that such
smaller samples can be). The research will use existing
descriptive work, and where applicable, possibly follow
up on it with short investigations in search of more fine-
grained data (with the help of language consultants and
native informants). The purpose of this stage is to col-
lect a sample of languages that features a diverse range
of systems with the widest possible range of variation between one other with respect to the properties of
agreement, anaphora and their licensing conditions. Once the sampling is done, it can be investigated for
every language whether the AAE indeed holds and under what conditions the AAE can be circumvented.

In the analysis phase, the PhD students will each engage in an in-depth investigation of 5-7 languages
from the sample (see Baker, 2010, for the suitability of this sample-size for formal, typological research),
choosing them with the criterion of capturing as much variation as possible in a tiny sample, and of the
practicality of obtaining new primary data for the languages. The reason this stage is required is that
many properties of anaphors and agreement can be quite subtle, and may only be determined after careful
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empirical investigation and fine-tuning of the more general, primary facts. Since such investigation is
typically time-consuming, it would not be possible to conduct it for the entire 30-language sample, but
carefully examining 5-7 languages within the time-span of the project is feasible, and will be undertaken.

In the dissemination phase, the researchers will be involved in synthesizing the typological findings of
the first two stages, and setting an overview on the typology of possible systems of anaphors appearing
in positions where (otherwise co-varying) �-agreement would be controlled.

Q2 Theoretical explanations: As outlined in Section 1, the AAE has not received a lot of theoretical
attention and, as a result, not a lot of theoretical explanation either. Intuitively, the fact that anaphors
are referentially deficient in some sense should relate to their inability to control regular, (i.e. �-covarying)
agreement, but so far, no full, formal explanation has been provided.

Therefore, in this project, we will take as our null hypothesis the idea that verbal agreement and
anaphors are both underlyingly similar in that they both denote referentially deficient grammatical entities.
The referential defectiveness of verbal agreement can be straightforwardly attested:
(21) Mary/She walk-s.

The 3rd-person agreement marker ‘–s’ in (21) may appear solely by virtue of the subject (‘Mary’/‘she’)
being a 3rd person singular nominal. The standard assumption with respect to verbal agreement is that
this matching of �-features results from these features being inherited from the agreement-triggering
nominal; the verb is crucially not born with these features. An anaphor is intuitively similar to verbal
agreement in this sense. Whereas proper names (e.g. ‘Mary’) and deictic pronouns (‘she’) can refer
independently, an anaphor (like ‘herself’) crucially cannot do so. Thus, in a sentence like (22), the
reference of ‘herself’ is determined by the subject ‘Mary’:
(22) Maryi likes herselfi.

Although there has been some debate in the literature as to where in the grammatical derivation this
link is established (in syntax or in the LF-semantics), most current Minimalist analyses assume that
this dependency is syntactic in nature, and formalized in terms of an agreement relation between the
binder and the anaphor (see Reuland, 2001, 2011; Hicks, 2009; Rooryck and vanden Wyngaerd, 2011,
for discussion). Thus, both the verb (or functional head like T) and the anaphor enter into a syntactic
dependency with a local antecedent from which they inherit their features.

The question, and hypothesis to be tested, is how far this similarity may be pushed: more specifically,
can we assume that the anaphoric dependency between ‘herself’ and its antecedent ‘Mary’ in (22) is also
a dependency for �-features? I.e. if anaphors themselves require a higher “checker” for �-features, then
it would be potentially unsurprising that they would be unable to function as checkers for agreement on
a finite verb, themselves. But of course, there are anaphors that already seem to possess some or all
�-features, as mentioned earlier, so this is an area that clearly warrants further investigation.

Starting with the null hypothesis discussed above, the PIs, Sandhya Sundaresan and Hedde Zeijlstra,
will together develop an implementation of the AAE (by integrating Sundaresan’s work on anaphors with
Zeijlstra’s work on agreement) in the second, analysis phase of the project. Together with the PhD
students, they will test this hypothesis against the body of evidence that will arise from the typological
studies in the data collection stage, and from additional evidence culled from the literature (both done
in the data collection phase of the project). The results will be presented at peer-reviewed conferences,
published in peer-reviewed journal articles, and will also form an integral part of the book proposal – in
the final, dissemination phase.

Another important issue has to do with whether AAE effects correlate with other grammatical prop-
erties, and also what the theoretical factors underlying the locus of parametric variation with respect
to AAE strategies are. To understand these, we will create a list of potentially relevant grammatical
phenomena,in the first (data collection) project phase. In the analysis phase, we will test the behavior of
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the 30 languages in the database with respect to this list of grammatical phenomena based on theoretical
considerations like the following. For instance, under the hypothesis that the absence of default agree-
ment in a given language triggers the absence of nominative anaphors in that language, it is predicted
that default agreement never arises in other grammatical constructions. We will test this prediction
against a language that exhibits the default agreement strategy with respect to the AAE. We will also
explore what this tells us about the nature of agreement in that language: e.g. we might reason that
the availability of default agreement in a given language in turn has to do with the availability of fallible
agreement in that language (i.e. that failed agreement is simply repaired with a default agreement strat-
egy instead of yielding ungrammaticality). Another potential influence on type of AAE strategy attested
in a given language has to do with the kind of agreement-system attested in that language. For instance,
we might imagine that a language with both subject and object agreement has access to a wider range
of escape strategies than does one with subject agreement alone: e.g. Tucker (2011) reports that the
anaphoric agreement strategy (reported for Swahili and Chicheŵa) only obtains in languages with both
subject and object agreement. Our database will thus involve languages that exhibit a range of different
agreement and case systems to allow investigation of issues like these. The insights developed from the
first and second phases with respect to these issues will be published and presented at different venues
in the dissemination phase. The database and developed list of grammaticality phenomena will also be
made publicly available.

Q3 Consequences for anaphora: The results of our investigation into these questionnaire are ex-
pected to have consequences both for theories of anaphora and for theories of agreement. In the Leipzig-
based part of the project, conducted in close cooperation with the Göttingen group), the PI (Sandhya
Sundaresan) and the PhD student will particularly focus on the consequences of the explanation of the
AAE (and its various rescue strategies) for the study of anaphora and anaphoric binding, more generally.
The research questions outlined above will also influence the methodology of the project investigation.
For instance, the selection of the languages in the first, data collection phase will be directed in large
part by the questions posed above: i.e. we will select languages that display a range of variation with
respect to the properties of their anaphors. In particular, we will choose languages whose anaphors seem
to have no �-features at all (e.g. Chinese), ones that seem to have some and lack others (e.g. German,
Dutch, Tamil) and yet others that seem not to lack any at all (e.g. Thai, San Quiaviní Zapotec).

In the second, analysis phase of the project we will test our results based on theoretical considerations
like the following. Under the null hypothesis (described in detail under Q3 above) that the AAE is the
result of verbal agreement and anaphora both underlyingly involving �-deficient elements, we might
expect the following kinds of interaction between the type of anaphor and the nature of the AAE in
a given language. A language with an anaphor that lacks all �-features (like Chinese) will show AAE
effects (since the anaphor will itself be unable to provide no �-features to the verb); a language with an
anaphor that lacks some, but not all, �-features might show partial AAE effects: i.e. the anaphor may
be able to trigger agreement for the features that it itself possesses, but not for others. If the anaphor
in a given language (e.g. Thai) lacks no �-features, however, we might expect that the AAE is simply
not attested in that language, since the anaphor should be able to trigger �-agreement on the verb, just
like any other nominal.

These are testable predictions: we will choose languages from the database with anaphors of each
type and test whether and how the AAE is influenced by the nature of the anaphor in each type. If
our predictions come true, that will in turn further support our null hypothesis regarding the motivations
behind the AAE. But if they are falsified, this will also be interesting and yield insight into the further
directions of research. Our results will be presented and written up in detail in the final, dissemination
phase.
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Q4 Consequences for agreement: In the Göttingen group, the PI (Hedde Zeijlstra) and the PhD
student will, in close cooperation with the Leipzig team, further investigate the consequences of a novel
understanding of the AAE for the theory of agreement.

With respect to Q 4.1, a hypothesis that will be explored concerns the idea that default agreement
only arises in cases of morphological featural underspecification. E.g. in English, the finite verb marked
for 3rd person singular present tense has an inflectional ending ‘-s’; all other present tense forms have
a zero ending (;). One way to analyze this would be to say that English has two spell-out rules:
[+PARTICIPANT ] $ �; and [PLURAL] $ �; ( “+participant”= 1st and 2nd person), with
all other forms receiving ˘s. In this case, the ˘s marker would be a so-called “elsewhere-form” (after
Kiparsky, 1973), one that appears in the absence of a more specific rule – and 3rd person singular
agreement would constitute default agreement. Thus, the presence or absence of default agreement
as an AAE circumvention strategy may be the result of the underlying feature structure of the verbal
agreement paradigm. Applying this to the AAE, we might hypothesize that the absence of anaphors
in �-agreement controlling positions in a given language reflects the absence of default agreement as a
rescue strategy in that language. Such a hypothesis of course brings all kinds of further repercussions
along with it and may, in fact, shed light on the current debate concerning default agreement. Preminger
(2009, 2011, 2014) is the first to propose that large scale agreement does not always have to take place
in order for a sentence to be grammatical, but he does not discuss the locus of potential parametric
variation with respect to this issue. The hypothesis outlined here may thus also serve to clarify these
issues more generally.

As for Q 4.2. above: traditionally in the syntactic literature, it has been assumed that controllers
of agreement are structurally lower than their targets, possibly followed by subsequently moving the
controller to a position above the target. But even though some implementations of anaphora in terms
of agreement have followed this traditional approach (Heinat, 2008; Rooryck and vanden Wyngaerd, 2011,
among others), the most straightforward implementation of anaphora in terms of agreement would be
that anaphors have to agree with a higher, matching antecedent – following the “upward Agree” approach
proposed in Wurmbrand (2011, 2012a,b, and others, pace Preminger (2013); Polinsky and Preminger
(2015)). If the AAE shows that anaphora must indeed be considered an instance of agreement, this
would thus provide further support for the Upward Agree approach. Hence, again, the results of this
project may further surpass its original domain of investigation. The 30 languages in our database will
be carefully selected with respect to these theoretical considerations, including e.g. languages both with
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